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hsMonolith 
Signs

Outstanding 
structural sign 

designs for identity 
and wayfinding, 

where visibility and 
impact are key.
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Monolith
Signs

Bold, distinctive and eye-catching - 
monolith signs are the ideal choice 
for conveying brand identity and 
wayfinding at entrances and 
externally around your site.

Monolith signs (also known as Totems or 
Pylon Signs) are freestanding architectural sign 
structures, constructed of a robust steel 
subframe clad with facing panels, typically in 
aluminium or steel.  

Rectangular (single or double-sided), triangular 
(three sided) and Square (four sided) monolith 
designs are offered as standard.
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Custom designed monoliths 
fulfil unique architectural and 
aesthetic requirements, while 
industry standard systems and 
sign families provide high 
visual impact at cost-effective 
prices.

Wayfinding, branding and creative 
content can be produced in a variety of 
ways, including screen printing, 
plot-cut vinyl, digital printing, 
fret-cutting (backed with Acrylic).

Additional creative options can be 
added, including stand-off panels, 
built-up elements, display cases and 
illumination. 
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Monolith signs are also available for 
internal use, as in here:  freestanding 
movable monolith sign at the 
University of Liverpool.
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Material
Mild steel subframe with aluminium or stainless steel face panels.
Feature elements may incorporate other materials

Painted:  any BS/RAL colours
Unpainted:  brushed or polished finish

Finish/Colour

Built-up or flat-cut individual lettering
Individual panels on stand off fixings
Modular system components
Lockable display cases

Added Features

Silk screen printed, Plot-cut applied vinyl, Applied digital print,
Fret-cut with push-through acrylic

Graphics

Stand-off from wall (locators, threaded rods, half-brackets) 
or directly bonded to signboard

Mounting

Internal, external or ‘halo effect’ - using flourescant or LED
Illumination
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Examples

Curved ‘wing’ profile monolith with shaped 
top and reflective vinyl detail.

Three-sided curved monolith, with fret cut 
text c/w push through Opal acrylic faced with 
stainless steel, halo illuminated, with 
illuminated shadow gap feature.

Wayfinding monolith c/w digitally printed site 
map.

Curved profile monolith at NHS hospital
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The Monroe Sign Family

A family of sleek, curved profile 
signs for external environments, 
including versatile monolith sign 
options.  The family combines a 
quality appearance, a robust 
design and exceptional value. 

Manufactured by Green Brothers 
Signs and offered to end users as 
well as the trade.

Separate literature available.
Ask for details.

See Also...


